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Built for municipal
firefighting
The F32TLK is a compact and easily
manoeuvrable aerial platform for an array of
rescue and firefighting missions.
The compact design and short transportation length make
the F32TLK a perfect fit for urban environments, and it is
available in various weight classes with optimized outreach,
with or without a rescue ladder. The F32TLK complies with
the strictest European standards.

Control system to keep you safe
Everything we do, has the same fundamental goal – keep
you safe while working at heights. The same principle
guides our controls system, Bronto+. It is easy to use,
smooth, reliable and packed with safety features that enable
you to focus on your mission.

F32TLK key features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Working height of 32 metres
Working outreach of 25 metres (on 18t)
Up-and-over capacity of 7,8 metres
Water discharge capacity 2 500 litres per minute
Versatile rescue cage with 500 kg capacity
Superior down reach of 5,7 metres
Transport lenght only 9 metres

New and improved
Everything that has made the F32TLK a
trusted and reliable companion. But better.
Faster and further, up and over obstacles
The new generation F32TLK is built to race against time in
narrow streets and in complex firefighting scenes. It is faster,
it reaches further than ever before, and yet it has a lighter
construction, allowing more capacity for your equipment.
It will get you to the rescue mission faster than ever.
Automatic levelling and boom movements have been
optimized to allow quick operation when seconds count
and lives are at stake.

Up and over obstacles
The up and over capacity of 7.8 metres allows you to
extinguish fires, rescue people, and support your team
over roofs, avoiding possibly hazardous parapets and other
obstacles. In addition, the below ground reach is a hefty 5.7
metres, allowing you to perform water rescues from rivers
and bays.
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F32TLK outreach diagram (18t)
Diagrams presented with standard configuration (with ladder).
Variations apply.
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Spacious rescue cage with everything
you need
When reaching heights, you have all you need right with you, integrated. An
integrated waterline, power outlets for tools, stretcher carriers, and wheel chair
attachments without at-site modifications. And there is still room for you and your
team member or a paramedic. The fold down rescue platform guarantees safe
access to windows and balconies, while the smooth control system brings you safely
close to the building.

Efficiency by
customization
There are plenty of options and modifications
that help tailoring the unit to fit your rescue
and firefighting scenarios. For example, the
optional water spray curtain below the cage
keeps operators safe from the heat when
operating over roofs and a diver’s ladder
assists in water rescue, while lighting and
camera options keep you aware of the overall
situation.

Standard rescue cage features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete control station in the cage
Safe cage load max. 500 kg
Fold-down rescue platform with safety railing
Integrated wind speed gauge with alarm system
Safety harness attachment points at the cage
Three doors and safe access to rescue ladders
Operator safety devices

Various options, e.g.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Water outlets and water monitor
Various LED lights (blinking lights, flood lights, etc)
Stretcher carriers and other rescue applications
Remote control for boom movements and water monitor
with additional display and WLAN connection
Video and thermal imaging cameras with video
transmission to turntable for situational awareness
Rescue cage protection/cooling with water spray curtain
Breathing air, electricity and hydraulics in the cage
Generators
Ultrasonic collision guards

•

High voltage detector

•

(simplified selection)

Services for added safety
and efficiency
For optimal performance and your safety, it pays off to
take the best possible care of your Bronto platform.
The widest service network in the industry keeps you backed up
wherever you are. With a Bronto Service agreement, you can be assured
that your Bronto equipment is kept in the best possible condition
for its entire lifetime. The content of the mutual agreement can be
fully customised according to your needs. It can cover the annual
inspections and service visits, but it can also include more detailed
inspections, other maintenance activities, and spare parts.
When the emergency arises, confidence in operator skills is crucial. For
your team’s safety, our IPAF-certified field engineers provide operator
and maintenance training for all new units. The content, location and
the depth of the training can be tailored, and additional training is
always available wherever you need it.

Advanced IoT for steady performance
Like all modern equipment, most Brontos are online too. With
Bronto Compass, our service personnel can open a real time remote
connection to the platform, which enables various settings and
calibration of the platform. Most importantly, it enables finding,
analysing and correcting faults rapidly on the go. With Bronto Compass,
your team always has access to the in-depth product support that our
professionals can offer.
Skyliftfleet is a tool for you to take the best care of your high-reaching
team member. The web-based portal stores all the important manuals
and information and serves as a handy dashboard, providing a
comprehensive overview on how your platform is doing. You can
find, for example, service bulletins, service cycles, and extensive usage
information within Skyliftfleet.

Bronto+ control system takes care of you
Safety is about creating a safer working environment. An
advanced Bronto+ control system increases safety on your
worksites by letting you focus on the job at hand.
•
•
•
•
•

Easy and ergonomic
Precise, stable movements and extremely reliable outreach
Automatic selection of the maximum allowed outreach in every
direction, based on the set up and cage load
Bronto+ displays with touch screens and tailorable menus
Integrated help texts, quick manuals, and detailed failure codes help
you in all situations
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Bronto Skylift is a trusted global supplier of truck-mounted hydraulic platforms. We design,
manufacture, sell and service appliances for rescue and firefighting, as well as for industrial access.
Our product range includes approximately 50 models with a range of 17 to 112 metres of working
height. The advanced modularity also allows for numerous client-specific modifications. During the
past 50 years, we have delivered over 7,000 platform units to fire brigades and industrial customers
throughout all the continents in more than 120 countries.

sales@brontoskylift.com
Technical data and illustrations subject to change without notice.

www.brontoskylift.com
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Our headquarters and production plants are situated in Finland. We also have subsidiaries in Germany,
Sweden, Switzerland and the US. The company is part of the Japan-based Morita Holdings Corporation.

